Abstract. This paper presents three series of formula formulas of similarity measure between Vague sets based on the three-dimensional representation of Vague values and fuzzy set operation. The method of network information filtering and searching based on the similarity measure between Vague sets and relevant examples are proposed. Examples suggest these formulas are practical.
Introduction
Network information filtering is the method and process to keep desired information or delete undesired information out of dynamic network information with related tools subject to certain standards based on user demand. As malicious network information becomes overwhelming, information filtering can be as well used as a technical means to cope with malicious information. Since Vague sets can better describe the uncertainty of objective things than classical sets and most network information are fuzzy, it's more confident and practical to describe network information with Vague sets. In subjection degree, Vague sets are more specific than the one-dimensional π , so that fuzzy information can be represented to people straightway. Vague set theory has been applied in approximate reasoning, pattern recognition, decision-making analysis and other fields of intelligent systems. Similarity measure is an indispensible tool in its application. In the similarity measure of Vague sets, the application of fuzzy operation is a practical train of thought. This paper presents three series of formulas of similarity measure between Vague sets, tries to represent network information with Vague sets and provides a method of network information filtering and searching with the similarity measure between Vague sets.
Concept of Vague Set
Let A be a Vague set on domain X , a true-membership function A t and a false-membership International Conference on Information Sciences, Machinery, Materials and Energy (ICISMME 2015)
Extension of Vague Value
Definition 1: The three-dimensional representation of the Vague value on domain X is ( , , )
is the Vague value on domain X ;
2) The three-dimensional representation of
x t f π = , which is denoted as the n th Vague value of Vague value x after n extensions. It can be explained with the voter model that: if there is no winner for the first voting, the second round of voting should be carried out. In the second round of voting, those who abstain from voting may still vote by the ratio between affirmative votes and dissenting votes in the first round of voting, and
can be got. Such idea of extension comes from Reference [3] , in which the definitions are:
π π + = ． It can be seen from the comparison with extension formula (1) that, the recursive definition of formula (1) can reflect the idea of three-dimensional representation in a more straight-forward way. has the inclusion relation below: 
Similarity Measure between Vague Sets
Definition 2: Let a specific Vague set (three-dimensional representation) be:
They are Vague sets on domain 1 2
 ，the function between A and B can be denoted as:
" " ∨ and" " ∧ are the maximizing and minimizing operation of the fuzzy set, i.e., if 
And function ( , )
R A B is denoted as the adjoint function of the similarity measure between Vague set A and B .
Theorem 3 If 1, 2, n = , the function below is the similarity measure between Vague set A and B and the weighted similarity measure. 
Application of Similarity Measure between Vague Sets in Network Information Filtering
Reference [9] proposes a method of text search based on fuzzy semantic correlation. Since Vague sets, especially the three-dimensional representation, can describe fuzzy information more comprehensively, it will be more convenient and practical to apply Vague sets in network information description. Therefore, this search method can be popularized as the method and network filtering and searching of the similarity measure. To be specific:
Step1: Establish malicious information base and denote them as 1 B , 2 B ,  , k B . For texts kept in the malicious information bases, extract the set of keywords of Vague sets in accordance with the method proposed by [9] ; establish an indicator connection between the set of keywords of Vague sets and the original text, so that the corresponding original text can be found easily according to the indicator of the set of keywords of Vague sets.
Step 2: Now a user wants to check text T to check it is malicious information. Extract the set of keywords A of Vague sets of text T in accordance with the method proposed by [9] ; search with A , e.g., to calculate the similarity measure ( , ) 2 T , which is represented by 2 B . Yet other data still indicates it is not malicious information.
It is suggested that, the value of threshold λ determines the search result directly. The value of λ is connected with the selected series of similarity measure formula, the value of parameter n , malicious information base 1 B , 2 B , , k B and the searching object A , and it can be acquired only based on a lot of experiment inductions. The selection principle of value of threshold λ is aimed at lowering the rate of false judgment to an allowable error range.
Conclusions
The three-dimensional representation of Vague values can reflect the idea of Vague sets in a more straight-forward way. This paper extends Vague value ( ) A x with the three-dimensional representation of Vague values and presents the formula of three classes of similarity measures between Vague sets with the basic maximizing and minimizing operation of fuzzy sets based on the definition of piecewise function. In accordance with the definition of piecewise function, three series of formulas of similarity measure between Vague sets are presented and it is suggested that Vague sets should be applied to refer to network information. Based on this, the method of network information filtering and searching based on the similarity measure between Vague sets is provided. Experiments suggest that these formulas are practical. Thus, the range of choice of similarity measure formula is broadened for the wider application of Vague sets in engineering and theoretical research.
